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Last week, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) expanded slightly who can qualify as
"accredited investors." Many EB-5 issuers use securities registration exemptions that allow
subscription and even solicitation of investors in the U.S. and elsewhere as long as the investors are
"accredited," and the current definition focuses on the investor's (or investor's and spouse's) net
worth or income. In about 60 days, the expanded rule will include investors with certain U.S. securities
licenses (not often held by EB-5 investors), regardless of net worth, and it will let investors qualify
based on net worth not only with a spouse but also with a cohabiting "spousal equivalent."
U.S. securities rules require registration of a securities offering – one that depends on the performance of
others – unless an exemption applies. Many offerings rely on Regulation S applicable only to investors who are
not in the U.S. and are not U.S. persons. For investors who may be U.S. persons or located in the U.S., and
possibly for investors globally, most offerings rely on Section 506(c) of Regulation D, which allows general
solicitation but limits purchases to investors who show the issuer that they are accredited. (Increasingly less
frequently, another alternative is Section 506(b), which does not allow general solicitation but also does not
require verification of an investor's accreditation.) EB-5 issuers, therefore, are familiar with the existing
"accredited investor" definition, which uses wealth (specifically, income or net worth) as a proxy for financial
sophistication. The SEC's announced changes broaden the scope of investors who qualify as accredited
investors and may be eligible to participate in such offerings as a result.
The SEC's expanded definition includes natural persons who hold "in good standing one or more professional
certificates or designations or credentials from an accredited educational institution that the SEC has
designated as qualifying an individual for accredited investor status." Initially, the SEC issued an order that
persons holding Financial Industry Regulatory Authority Inc. Series 7, 65, or 82 licenses will qualify as
accredited investors under this category, regardless of their net worth or income.
The SEC rule gives it the flexibility to reevaluate or add certifications, designations or credentials in the future,
considering the following nonexclusive attributes:






whether the certification, designation or other credential requires an examination (or series thereof)
administered by a self-regulatory organization, other industry body or accredited educational
institution;
whether such examination is designed to demonstrate a person's comprehension and sophistication
of securities and investing;
whether a person who obtains such certification, designation or credential likely has knowledge and
experience in financial and business matters to evaluate the merits and risks of an investment; and
whether the fact that a person holds such certification, designation or credential is publicly available
or otherwise can be independently verified.

Thus, institutions, industry bodies and other organizations can apply to the SEC for designation, and the public
can also propose that the SEC designate certain degrees or programs of study. The SEC will post proposed
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additional certifications, designations and credentials on its website, and there will be an opportunity for public
comment before the SEC issues a decision. Not many of those certifications will apply to typical EB-5 investors
unless they include people with degrees or licenses.
Un-linking accreditation from net worth or regular income will have little effect on EB-5 investment also
because the minimum EB-5 investment amount has increased from $500,000 to $900,000, which is only
$100,000 short of the $1,000,000 net worth required for accredited investor status. The rules allow inclusion of
the amount being invested, including administrative fee (typically $50,000 or more), as part of the net worth
analysis. So, an investor need only have another $50,000 or so in net worth other than the EB-5 investment to
qualify under the existing rules.
The SEC also announced other changes and clarifications to the existing income and net worth thresholds for
accreditation. For example, the joint income and net worth thresholds already part of the "accredited investor"
definition previously included only a person's spouse. Now, an individual will qualify as accredited if the person
meets the joint income or net worth threshold with their "spousal equivalent." "Spousal equivalent" need not be
a legally recognized relationship. It includes a "cohabitant occupying a relationship generally equivalent to that
of a spouse." In addition, the SEC clarifies that a couple's "joint" net worth means their aggregate net worth,
and the assets considered in calculating a couple's net worth need not be held jointly.
For the EB-5 industry, these changes may not greatly increase the market for EB-5 offerings immediately, but
instead marks the beginning of a process of expanding the definition of "accredited investor" to include more
types of professional certifications.
The announced changes will be effective 60 days after publication in the Federal Register. Discussion of other
changes announced by the SEC, including additional categories of entities that qualify as accredited investors,
is available here.
For more information please contact Robert Divine or any member of Baker Donelson's Immigration team.
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